Mezzuzot – 18K
Pillars – 25K
Learning Centers – 25K
Learning Caves (4) – 25K
Sacred Objects Cabinet – 25K
Conference Room (2) – 50K
Classrooms (6) – 50K

Gym – 2M

Atrium – 1.5M

In This New Space
By Rabbi Adam Kligfeld

Y

ou won’t read this until early
April. But I am writing this in
early March, within the sweep of Torah
portions that describe the first Jewish
effort to construct sacred space.
The details for building the mishkan
(portable sanctuary) described towards
the end of the book of Exodus show an
intent that all those who entered would know, immediately,
that they were in a space different than any other. And that
once they crossed that threshold they would need to, and be
invited to, act in an elevated way, reflecting and inspired by
the space they now inhabited.
We are not building a mishkan at Temple Beth Am. And
our blueprints do not come from the heavens. But our
desire to reach the heavens remains. And so our new
space—for prayer, for meditation, for song, for engaging
one another and the divine—will reflect that desire. Not
only reflect it, but nourish it.
In this new space, we will be bathed in natural light, an
organic ner tamid beyond the formal one we will install.
In this new space, the very seating will represent our
community’s commitment to intimacy, to knowing one
another, to sharing our aspirations, doubts and exultations
with one another. The encircling seating will command
attention to the notion put forth by philosopher Emmanuel
Levinas, which is that God’s presence is most immediately
beheld in another’s face. And we will act out the stance of
the keruvim, the cherubs carved into the space above the
holy ark in the mishkan, who faced one another as brothers,
perhaps even as lovers.
In this new space, one’s first step inside should bring
to mind this quote from Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel:
“Prayer is arrival at the border. The dominion is Thine. Take
away from me all that may not enter Thy realm.” The spiritual
architecture will beckon the parts of our selves that are most
attuned to what is prayerfulness, and what is not. The space
will on the one hand be informal and familiar, such that our
real selves can enter without feeling overly restrained. But
also grand and, well, heavenly, such that we’ll hopefully be
reminded to check our basest components at the door.
I dream of the first Shabbat in our new sanctuary. Literally,
the images flood through even my sleeping hours. Sitting
among you, my community. Singing within your song. Dwelling
below You, master of the universe, and kissed by Your light.
The hour arrives soon. June 30th is your last day to give
such that the size of your gift impacts what we are able to
build. Stretch as far as you can. You will be proud, I promise.
And we will sit together, and sing, and pray and soar.

Ramp to Bimah – 50K

Additional Offices – 75K

Amphitheater – 100K

Beth Am Boulevard – 1.5M

Roof Top Park/Soccer Field – 1.5M

Basketball Court – 1M

Beit Knesset – 1M

Beit Midrash/Library – 1M

STEAM Center – 1M

Aron HaKodesh - 1M

Temple Beth Am and Pressman Academy
Campus Renovation and Expansion Project
Building the heart and home of our community for the next 50 years and beyond

There are fewer than 100 days remaining to become an investor in this project. Help us make this dream a reality!
As of March 10, 2017 we have raised $23.2M toward this project,
and with your help, we will secure the funding needed!
To invest or learn more contact Seth Rosenzweig, Director of Development at
srosenzweig@tbala.org or 310-652-7354 x 205
*Not All Dedication Opportunities are displayed, for a complete list of opportunities, please visit www.tbala.org/campus-expansion-project
Courtyard – 100K

Gallery – 100K

Gardens (3) – 100K

Indoor Amphitheater – 100K

Available Dedication Opportunity

MS Principals Office – 100K

Sanctuary Entrance Portals – 100K

Reserved Dedication Opportunity

HOS Office – 150K

MakerSpace – 500K

Entry Vestibule – 500K

Bimah – 500K

21st Century Education:
As Easy As 1, 2, 3…
By Dr. Erica Rothblum, Head of School

W

hen designing the new building
we had three goals in mind.
The first was to design a space that
facilitates an education that will
prepare our students to thrive as
leaders in the changing world. We
know we are preparing our students
for jobs that don’t exist, in which
they will use technology that has not yet been invented,
to solve problems we don’t yet even know are problems.
In the new building, learning happens in flexible spaces
that allow for collaboration, where students can engage
in authentic projects to solve the world’s problems
using their knowledge of English, Hebrew, math, Talmud
and engineering. From the classrooms and caves, to
the STEAM Suite and media lab, our new building will
provide the physical structures needed to collaborate and
communicate while thinking critically and creatively.
The second goal was to address the needs of the whole
child and the whole community. We are proud that the
entire campus will be tied together by a boulevard that
evens out grade changes, allowing parents with strollers
and those in wheelchairs to get from one end of the campus
to another without using an elevator. The new building will
include a gymnasium for middle school basketball games as
well as Rabbi Lucas’ Tuesday night basketball games for dads.
There will be a large atrium where our students can eat lunch
and where our community can gather for a shabbat kiddush.
There will be a beit knesset where our elementary and middle
school students daven during the week and where Rabbi
Hoffman can run family shabbat programming. As a school
that focuses on the development of the whole child within a
larger synagogue, we want our physical space to also reflect
the whole child and the school’s role in the synagogue.
Finally, we want the space to be fun, a place where children,
parents, and TBA members want to be and where children
love to learn. The design and furniture will be comfortable and
whimsical. The boulevard down the middle of campus will be
an inviting gathering space for children and adults. The rooftop
play field will provide a safe and grassy area for students to
play. And my favorite -- a slide that can take students from the
second floor classrooms to the first floor atrium.
We have considered the needs of our school, the needs
of our students, and the needs of our community, and we
feel confident we have addressed them all. We know our
new space will ensure that our students will be prepared
to lead and succeed in the future, and our community, our
country and our world will be better off because of them.
Grand Courtyard – 180K

Gaga Pit – 180K

Sanctuary Entrance – 180K

Science Lab – 360K Amud – 250K Shamayim – 250K Ner Tamid – 250K Admin Suite – 250K Grand Indoor Slide – 250K Makers Tools – 250K Welcoming Area – 250K

Torah Holder – 50K

Sanctuary - 2M

Art Studio – 360K Media Lab – 360K

School Building – 4M

